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The blood-brain barrier (BBB) regulates the passage of endogenous and exogenous com-
pounds and thus contributes to the brain homeostasis with the help of well-known pro-
teins such as tight junction proteins, plasma membrane transporters and metabolic
barrier proteins. In the last decade, proteomics have emerged as supplementary tools
for BBB research. The development of proteomic technologies has provided several
means to extend knowledge on the BBB and to investigate additional routes for the
bypass of this barrier. Proteomics approaches have been used in vivo and also using
in vitro BBB models to decipher the physiological characteristics and, under stress con-
ditions, to understand the molecular mechanisms of brain diseases. This work has demon-
strated that both quantitative global and targeted proteomics approaches are powerful and
provide significant information on the brain microvessel endothelium. However, current
knowledge is only partial and it is necessary to increase the studies using proteomics tools
that will provide additional information concerning brain pathologies or BBB meta-
bolism. Highly sensitive, accurate and specific protein quantification by quantitative tar-
geted proteomics appears as an essential methodology for human BBB studies. � 2014
IMSS. Published by Elsevier Inc.
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Introduction

The blood-brain barrier (BBB) covers |95% of the total
area of barriers between blood and brain (1). Although
several cell types have important regulatory roles in the in-
duction and maintenance of a properly functioning BBB
(2,3), it is largely accepted that brain capillary endothelial
cells (BEC) constitute the barrier per se in histological
terms. The morphology and functional properties of BEC
that form the BBB with other cells are well documented:
a decrease in endothelial permeability, fewer caveolae, rein-
forcement of tight junctions, fewer pinocytic vesicles,
absence of fenestrations, an increase in the number of mito-
chondria and a higher transendothelial electrical resistance
(3,4). Those characteristic features are referred to as the
‘‘BBB phenotype.’’ Closely associated to perivascular
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neurons, pericytes, and astrocytes, the BEC constitute a
functional neurovascular unit (5).

The BBB contributes to the brain homeostasis by con-
trolling the passage of endogenous and exogenous com-
pounds by tight junction proteins, metabolic barrier
proteins and membrane transporters. The protein composi-
tion of the plasma membrane (PM) is determined by the
balance between membrane protein sorting, internalization
and recycling. Briefly, biosynthesized PM proteins translo-
cate from the endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi apparatus,
where they undergo posttranslational modifications. Pro-
teins are then sorted to the apical or basal membrane of
polarized cells. Some PM proteins are subsequently inter-
nalized and sequestrated in lysosomes and then degraded
or recycled to the cell surface; endocytic adaptor proteins
may have a pivotal role in this process (6e9). PM proteins
are involved in many BBB functions, including (i) cell-
extracellular matrix interactions, (ii) the cell-cell junctions
(especially tight junctions) that impede paracellular trans-
port and polarize the cells, (iii) the molecular transport sys-
tems that regulate the exchange of nutrients and enable the
9-11-2014 1-0-56
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passage of signalling molecules across the BBB and (iv)
cell signalling via the expression of PM receptors (10).
Since its discovery 100 years ago, the BBB has been the
center of thorough studies; however, it is only in more
recent years that ‘‘omics’’ analyses have been used for its
understanding.
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Proteomics Approaches for BBB

The survey of the genomic and proteomic investigations
carried out in order to enhance our understanding of the
BBB (11) has demonstrated that expression profiling tech-
nologies are powerful tools and provide significant infor-
mation on the brain microvessel endothelium. Certainly
genomics and proteomics provide different data on a tissue
but they are complementary; genomics underline relative
expression of membrane and released proteins, whereas
proteomics indicate protein modifications and isoform
expression. Moreover, characterization of endothelial cells
highlights some brain specific proteins, which could
explain BBB features. Pioneer studies have identified some
of the unique molecular characteristics of the vascular bed
and have reinforced the concept that the BBB is heavily
involved in brain function (12). Genomic and proteomic
techniques have also been used to analyze the molecular
events underlying diseases that have BBB involvement such
as multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease, stroke and HIV-1
infection. A comparative proteomic analysis of rat brain
microvascular endothelial cells and coronary microvascular
endothelial cells highlights the characteristic proteins of the
BBB (13). Due to their specificity and their singular struc-
tures, the BEC have a particularity in their metabolic and
structural proteins. Indeed, it has been shown (13) that
cytoskeleton-associated proteins are involved in BEC dif-
ferentiation, for example, the macrophage-capping protein
G, a gelsolin/villin family protein, interacts with actin to
reduce actin filaments and cap end-barbed actin filaments.
The interaction of this protein with the cytoskeleton and
DNA may play a role in the regulation of the cytoplasmic
and nuclear structure of actin. Moreover, in the aortic endo-
thelial cells, this protein contributes to the increase in blood
flow (14). In the same study, the chloride intracellular chan-
nel protein 4, the cytosol aminopeptidase, the protein
calcium/calmodulin-dependent serine protein kinase, a
membrane-associated guanylate kinase, and IL-6 were
shown to be upregulated in the BEC.

Inderstanding of the functional roles of proteins in drug
absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimination, toxicity,
and efficacy (ADMET/efficacy) is important for drug dis-
covery and development but, for this, detailed information
about protein expression is required. The protein quantifica-
tion method, called quantitative targeted absolute prote-
omics, has been developed on the basis of separation and
identification of protein digests by liquid chromatography
(LC)-linked tandem mass spectrometry (MS) with multiple
ARCMED1966_proof ■
reaction monitoring. Target peptides for quantification are
selected only from sequence information, so time-
consuming procedures such as antibody preparation and
protein purification are unnecessary. The high selectivity
of quantitative targeted absolute proteomics and its ability
to quantify multiple proteins simultaneously make it
possible to determine the absolute expression levels of
many proteins in tissues and cells in both physiological
and disease states. Knowledge of absolute expression
amounts, together with data on intrinsic protein activity, al-
lows reconstruction of in vivo protein function; thus, this is
an efficient strategy to predict ADMET/efficacy of drug
candidates in humans in various disease states (15).

Both global and targeted proteomics strategies can be
applied. Targeted proteomics strategies limit the number
of features that will be monitored and then optimize the
methods to obtain the highest sensitivity and throughput
for a huge amount of samples. The advantage of global pro-
teomics strategies is that no hypothesis is required other
than a measurable difference in one or more protein species
among the samples. Global proteomics methods attempt to
separate, quantify, and identify all proteins from a given
sample (16) and have the potential to clarify the unique at-
tributes of a healthy BBB, to identify therapeutic targets in
diseased brain, and to identify novel approaches for nonin-
vasive delivery of drugs against these targets (17). The need
for adapting existing proteomics techniques to identify and
quantify transporter proteins at the PM was foreseen several
years ago (18). In the rapidly evolving pharmacoproteomics
area, Terasaki and co-workers opened a new field to reveal
changes in BBB in disease, aging and assessment of indi-
vidual differences and evaluate in vivo-in vitro differences
(19).

Recent advances in both microdissection techniques
and proteomic analytical tools allowed isolating relatively
pure cell populations from complex tissues in situ
and profiling of cellular proteomes. For example,
immunohistochemistry-guided laser capture microdissec-
tion provides the unique opportunity to selectively investi-
gate BEC from the surrounding cell populations at the
BBB, while supporting downstream proteomic analysis.
Using such an approach to obtain comprehensive protein
expression profiles of the cerebral endothelium in situ will
enable detailed understanding of the crucial mediators of
signaling and BBB function in both normal and pathophys-
iological conditions (20).
In-gel Profiling

A differential proteomic approach was initiated using the
in vitro BBB model developed in the authors’ laboratory
and made up of pure BEC co-cultured with glial cells
(21). Co-culture conditions induce differentiation of endo-
thelial cells and characteristics, which resemble in vivo
BBB phenotype (22). It was mandatory to adapt the
19-11-2014 1-0-57
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technique to the model and to optimize the protocol to this
culture mode. In preliminary experiments the particularities
of the system were taken into account: (i) fragility of the
cells, (ii) presence of the collagen matrix and (iii) presence
of serum proteins in the medium. Because cell harvesting,
cell lysis and protein extraction procedures are unavoidable
inseparable components of any cellular proteomics
approach, the reproducibility directly depends on the care
taken to prepare the protein samples, and this could affect
all subsequent steps and, of course, the final results.

The in-gel profiling approach helped to determine the
changes occurring in BEC differentiated in co-culture with
astrocytes compared with endothelial cells cultured alone.
The two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE) steps,
including the isoelectric focusing and SDS-PAGE condi-
tions, the gel staining, the image acquisition and the
comparative study were detailed elsewhere (23) together
with examples of protein identification by peptide mass
fingerprint measured by MALDI-TOF-MS and complemen-
tary data issued from peptide fragmentation fingerprints
that allow successful protein identifications. Peptide mass
fingerprint and peptide fragmentation fingerprints analyses
provide complementary datasets and thus, more compre-
hensive sequence coverage of the BEC proteome, espe-
cially when they are combined. Preliminary work (21)
demonstrated the role of actin-binding and -bundling pro-
teins such as gelsolin, filamin-A, T-plastin and actin itself
in the establishment of the in vitro BBB phenotype of
BEC in response to stimulation by glial cells. We also spec-
ulated that Ca2þ and phosphatidylinositol-(3,4)-bis phos-
phate are involved in the response to this stimulation.

A consecutive thorough study (24) revealed differences
in Triton-X-100-solubilized proteins from bovine BEC with
limited or reinduced BBB functionalities (cultured in the
absence or presence of glial cells, respectively). The 81 pro-
teins of differing abundance were linked to 55 distinct
genes. According to the PANTHER classification system
and Ingenuity Pathway Analysis, these quantitative changes
mainly affected proteins involved in (i) cell structure and
motility and (ii) protein metabolism and modification pro-
cesses. The fold-changes affecting heat-shock 27-kDa pro-
tein 1, moesin and annexin A5 protein levels were
confirmed by Western blot analysis but were not accompa-
nied by changes in the corresponding mRNA expression
levels. The results revealed that the BEC can adapt to var-
iations in their environment and this involves the reorgani-
zation of the actin cytoskeleton contributing to the BBB
phenotype.

A differential gel electrophoresis (2D-DIGE)-based
proteomics approach (25) confirmed that quantitative
changes mainly concern proteins involved in cell structure
and motility. Furthermore, the possible involvement of
the asymmetric dimethylarginine pathway in the BBB
phenotype reinduction process was suggested and the
potential role of asymmetric dimethylarginine in regulating
ARCMED1966_proof ■ 1
endothelial function (in addition to its role as a by-product
of protein modification) also foreseen. Purine nucleoside
phosphorylase was also found to be more abundant in
BEC with reinduced BBB phenotype. These results also
suggested that the intracellular redox potential is lower in
the in vitro brain capillary endothelial cells displaying rein-
duced BBB functions than in cells with limited BBB
functions.
Off-gel Profiling

In a label-free off-gel profiling approach, the proteins in a
sample are directly submitted to enzymatic digestion
and the mixture of the generated peptides whose molecu-
lar mass ranges from 500e4,000 Da are separated and
subsequently analyzed by MS. A differential nano-LC
MALDI-TOF/TOF-MS study was performed with Triton
X-100-soluble protein species from bovine BEC display-
ing either limited or reinduced BBB functions (26). The
complexity of the crude extract of Triton X-100 solubi-
lized proteins from BEC was decreased by differential
extraction into five fractions of increasing concentration
in acetonitrile (0, 25, 50, 75 and 100%) as previously
described (27). Each fraction was subjected to
the off-line 1D-LC separation in which high numbers of
components were MS-detected; |15% were in-source
fragmented and most of the MS/MS spectra provided
unambiguous protein identities in the main fractions (F0,
F25, F50 and F75). Overall, the analysis enabled the iden-
tification of 436 and 408 proteins in bovine BEC with
limited and reinduced BBB, respectively. Eleven of these,
ranging from proteins associated with assembly and orga-
nization of the cytoskeleton (21) to those involved in
vesicular transport and nucleic acid binding, appeared to
be more abundant in the cytoplasm of cells with reinduced
BBB functions, in particular tissue nonspecific alkaline
phosphatase and Eps15 homology domain-containing
protein 1. This overexpression was accompanied by an
increase in alkaline phosphatase intracellular enzymatic
activity. Moreover, we found that endothelial permeability
was significantly greater when alkaline phosphatase activ-
ity was specifically inhibited with levamisole, suggesting
that tissue nonspecific alkaline phosphatase is involved
in the regulation of endothelial permeability (26).

In addition to the label-free off-gel profiling described
above, we started a quantitative evaluation of the differ-
ences in protein abundance between the BEC with limited
and reinduced BBB functions via an isotope-coded protein
label profiling approach using a commercially available
kit (Serva, Heidelberg, Germany). After their fractionation
by increasing acetonitrile concentration, the proteins in
each fraction (F0, F25, F50, F75) from cells with rein-
duced BBB functions were labelled with the heavy
isotope. Then, each fraction from reinduced BBB was
mixed with the equivalent one from the limited BBB cells
9-11-2014 1-0-57
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that were labelled with the light isotope. The consecutive
nano-LC MALDI-TOF/TOF-MS analyses were performed
in triplicate. Among the 412 proteins that were identified
in at least two of the three replicates, 290 were quantified
and when a threshold of 1.3 was retained for the regulation
factor, 81 proteins were shown to be upregulated in BEC,
with 34 and 47 in reinduced BBB and in limited BBB,
respectively (28).

The combination of in-gel and off-gel approaches
enabled the identification of about 430 Triton X-100-
soluble proteins from BEC with reinduced BBB function-
alities (27) and thus constituted a first proteome reference
for those cells. Information on the proteins identified after
1D-LC MS/MS was shared through the PRIDE database
for convenient comparison with proteomic datasets
from non-brain vascular endothelial cells (http://www.
ebi.ac.uk/pride project PRD000250, accession numbers
12825e12830). Due to the extraction conditions, only a
few proteins (!5%) were membrane-associated proteins.
More than 75% of the identified proteins display binding,
catalytic or structural functions. Most identified proteins
were involved in metabolic and cellular processes but
transport and cell-cell communication process accounted
for almost 25% of the identified species. This also empha-
sized the advantage of interspecies sequence homology
comparisons for protein identification in noncompletely
sequenced genomes and highlighted the drifts and draw-
backs generated by the rapid, gel-free proteomic methods
which, nevertheless, provide most of today’s data.

The distribution and nature of PM proteins in BEC was
assessed after surface biotin labelling, isolation of the
labelled proteins with streptavidin affinity chromatography
and identification with nano-LC MS/MS. Very few cyto-
plasmic proteins, secreted proteins or proteins added to
the cell culture medium were recovered—despite their rela-
tively high cellular abundance. We reported (29) on the
novel identification of transmembrane and membrane-
associated proteins in bovine BEC with reinduced BBB
phenotype. Our findings demonstrated the efficiency of
the enrichment approach used, even though only about 30
proteins came from the BEC PM. The fact that transmem-
brane and membrane-associated proteins accounted for less
than half the identified proteins showed how difficult it still
is to isolate, solubilize and digest hydrophobic proteins of
low cellular abundance. Our results suggest that the specific
properties of PM proteins must be taken into account when
seeking to improve biotinylation, purification and identifi-
cation methods. Furthermore, this study reported the iden-
tification of several proteins involved in cellular
endocytosis, membrane trafficking and receptor internaliza-
tion (such as homology domain-containing protein 2 and
myoferlin) together with their cellular partners. These pro-
teins and the pathways of which they are a part may
become new targets for increasing drug transport across
the BBB.
ARCMED1966_proof ■
Quantitative Targeted Proteomics Strategy

The absolute quantification of multiple membrane proteins
in very complex samples such as mammalian tissues can be
studied by LC-MS combined with in silico peptide selec-
tion criteria, using multiple reaction monitoring. By
applying this focused proteomic to PM transporter proteins
it will be possible, for the first time (30), to determine
simultaneously the expression level of multiple membrane
transporters such as P-glycoprotein (ABCB1), breast cancer
resistance protein (ABCG2), and glucose transporter 1
among others and provide a quantitative atlas of membrane
transporter proteins. Transporters and efflux pumps are
numerous and the understanding of the regulation of the
transport through the BBB could indicate alternative ways
of reaching the brain. Therefore, this technique became a
new area for pharmaceutical research, providing the quan-
tification of known proteins localized at the membrane of
the brain microvessels (18).

The protein expression of relevant transporters and other
proteins in the BEC isolated from wild-type mice and
ABCB1, ABCG2, and ABCB1/ABCG2 knockout mice
was examined with a quantitative targeted proteomics
approach (31). It was shown that there are no changes in
the expression of several relevant transporters in BEC iso-
lated from single and combination knockout mice. These
data suggested that the mechanism behind the functional
compensation between ABCB1 and ABCG2 at the BBB
is not related to compensatory changes in transporter
expression.

The previously presented studies revealed a large num-
ber of applications for proteomic analysis. Indeed, these
methods provide information on cell behavior under phys-
iological conditions or in cell cultures. Proteomics normally
provide information about specific markers; unfortunately,
in the case of BBB, it has not been possible to measure
the g-glutamyl-transpeptidase, monoaminoacid oxidase
and alkaline phosphatase protein expression levels by pro-
teomics, probably due to their relatively low abundance
and their particular properties, which implies difficulties
in solubilization and necessitate further treatment for prote-
omic research. These BBB markers were never detected on
2-DE gels and no data are available in relevant literature on
their identification using liquid chromatography. Neverthe-
less, proteomics includes techniques for analyzing com-
pounds, degradation products, receptors and transporters
and opened a new route for understanding the BBB and
brain targeting.

Applications for BBB Diseases and Dysfunction

BBB dysfunction in neurodegenerative diseases and stroke
have often been studied in order to perform specific thera-
peutic targeting to avoid damage of the brain area con-
cerned and also to design rapid diagnostic tools. Stroke is
blood-flow failure in a particular brain area. To mimic
19-11-2014 1-0-57
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stroke, various models have been used. In vivo models are
based on artificial obstruction of blood flow in the brain
leading to a lack of nutrients and oxygen. The in vitro
model involves cell oxygen deprivation named hypoxia,
and oxygen and glucose deprivation (OGD or ischemia).
The variation in protein expression during hypoxia, and
post-hypoxic reoxygenation was initially studied using rat
BEC and analyzed with 2-DE (32). The proteins with
changes in expression levels could be sorted into three cat-
egories, proteins from mitochondria and endoplasmic retic-
ulum, proteins associated with the cytoskeleton, and
proteins of the glycolysis pathway. After hypoxia, protein
expression and the enzymatic activity of the glycolysis
pathway were upregulated. These results suggest that endo-
thelial cells respond to the hypoxic stress with an increase
in glucose metabolism. The modulation of cytoskeleton-
associated proteins implies a cell structure rearrangement.
Finally, during post-hypoxic reoxygenation, upregulation
of most proteins was reduced towards control levels, indi-
cating that, under the used conditions, hypoxia-induced
metabolic overexpression is reversible (32).

The study of the BBB in vivo is the most efficient way
of investigating a stroke response. The isotope coded
affinity tag method (33) was used to demonstrate the vari-
ation in protein expression after 20 min of transient global
cerebral ischemia, and 1, 6 and 24 h after reperfusion in
rats. Laser capture dissection provided |300 captured mi-
crovessels that permitted the identification of 50 proteins
with a significant expression variation. Upregulation of
the proteins in the early step (1 h) reveals a modification
of the cells for an inflammatory and a proliferative pheno-
type with proteins like transcription factors and signal
transduction molecules. Most returned to a basal level af-
ter 6 h of reperfusion. After 24 h of reperfusion, a second
wave of upregulation appears with proteins like inflamma-
tory cytokines and metalloproteases. These changes seem
to be correlated with the BBB disruption observed in this
pathology (33).

Comparison of 2-DE and isotope-coded affinity tag
method methods showed their complementarities and
helped completing our knowledge on ischemia/reperfusion
(34). This study, carried out with rat brain endothelial cells
immortalized by a stable transfection of SV40 large T anti-
gen (35), presents |200 identified proteins with a signifi-
cant variation, sorted by their functions. On the one hand,
glucose metabolism, stress proteins and antioxidative
defense are involved in the endothelial response to brain
ischemia; indeed, after reperfusion proteins from these
groups were increased. This emphasizes activation of endo-
thelial cell survival mechanisms. On the other hand, a new
protein category appears with free radical detoxification
proteins such as superoxide dismutase, formaldehyde dehy-
drogenase, and thioredoxin and metallothionein. Finally,
the BEC display an altered polarization that could be
involved in the changed permeability of the BBB during
ARCMED1966_proof ■ 1
ischemia/reperfusion (34). In addition, the increase in
heavy and light chains of clathrin indicates increased endo-
cytosis. To conclude, brain hypoxia and ischemia studied
by proteomic methods suggest, first, that glucose meta-
bolism is upregulated early during an oxygen stress and,
second, that BEC respond to the lack of oxygen with free
radical detoxification proteins. Finally, these results also
show a strong communication between the BEC and their
environment and tissue modelling following inflammation.

The effects of edaravone—a free radical scavenger used
for acute ischemic stroke on human BEC—was elucidated
by 2D-DIGE (36). Thirty eight protein spots whose inten-
sity was significantly altered by the edaravone treatment
were found and among them 17 proteins were successfully
identified. Four of those proteins were cytoskeleton proteins
or cytoskeleton-regulating proteins. The edaravone-treated
cells induced the merging of a tight junction protein, zona
occludens-1, along the junction of the cells. In addition,
edaravone suppressed interleukin-1b-induced secretion of
monocyte chemoattractant protein-1, which was reported
to increase cell permeability. These data provided funda-
mental and useful information in the clinical use of edara-
vone in patients with cerebral vascular diseases on the one
hand and on the other highlighted the relevance of clinical
proteomics.

A recent study evaluated the benefits of statins when
administered during the acute phase of stroke and explored
its mechanisms of action through brain proteomics assay.
Using an embolic model, simvastatin-treated rats showed
significant infarct volume reduction and neurological
improvement compared to vehicle-treated group. The anal-
ysis of brain homogenates by DIGE technology concluded
that the protective effect of simvastatin can be attributable
to oxidative stress response attenuation and BBB protection
after cerebral ischemia (37).

Redox proteomics allows the identification of specific
targets of protein oxidation in a biological sample. Using
proteomic techniques, apolipoprotein A-I (ApoA-I) has
been found at decreased levels in subjects with a variety
of neurodegenerative disorders including in the serum and
cerebrospinal fluid of Alzheimer disease, Parkinson
disease, and Down syndrome with gout. ApoA-I plays roles
in cholesterol transport and regulation of inflammation.
Redox proteomics further showed ApoA-I to be highly
oxidatively modified and particularly susceptible to modifi-
cation by 4-hydroxy-2-trans-nonenal, a lipid peroxidation
product. Current evidence suggests ApoA-I to be a prom-
ising diagnostic marker as well as a potential target for ther-
apeutic strategies in these neurodegenerative disorders (38).

In an effort to understand the BBB damage and the
transendothelial migration of HIV-infected leucocytes in
the CNS, the effects of HIV-1-infected macrophages on
human BEC protein profiles were determined using a dif-
ferential proteomics approach (39). HIV-1 infected
monocyte-derived macrophages induced the upregulation
9-11-2014 1-0-57
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of O200 human BEC proteins. These included metabolic
proteins, voltage-gated ion channels, heat shock, transport,
cytoskeletal, regulatory, and calcium binding proteins. It
was concluded that HIV-1-infected monocyte-derived mac-
rophages affect the human BEC proteome and, in this way,
contribute to BBB dysfunction and the development of
HIV-1 CNS disease.

Downregulation of 47 proteins in the cerebral microves-
sels from the cerebral cortex of mice with diet-induced
obesity was demonstrated using comparative proteomics.
The protein data set included cytoskeletal proteins, chap-
erons, enzymes, transport-related proteins, and regulators
for transcriptional and translational activities. Only two
proteins involved in mRNA transport and processing were
upregulated. The predominant downregulation suggested
that diet-induced obesity suppresses metabolic activity of
BBB microvessels. This finding may provide novel mecha-
nistic insight into how obesity influences CNS function via
regulatory changes of the BBB (40).

The pathomechanisms of multiple sclerosis were inves-
tigated in a 2-DE study by treating a human brain capillary
endothelial cell transfected with a plasmid from SV40
cultured with serum of multiple sclerosis patients or with
this serum and interferon-b 1b (41). Several 14-3-3 isoform
proteins are involved in the response to multiple sclerosis at
the BBB. Nevertheless, according to the isoform there is
variation in regulation, for example, 14-3-3 epsilon in-
creases with serum, whereas 14-3-3 zeta/delta decreases.
Some proteins up- or downregulated with multiple sclerosis
serum are also modulated by interferon-b 1b treatment. For
example, annexin 1 decreases with serum treatment and this
phenomenon is reversed with interferon-b 1b (41). Other
proteins regulated by these treatments were identified such
as Ras-related protein, plasminogen and ribonuclease/an-
giogenin inhibitor 1. This shows that angiogenesis may play
a role in the pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis. Lastly,
interferon-b 1b induces the expression of 70-kDa heat-
shock protein possibly linked to an immunomodulatory ef-
fect of the multiple sclerosis treatment (41).

A cellular toxicity analysis of compounds in cigarette
smoke was carried out with rat BEC activated by nicotine
and polyaromatic hydrocarbon. This study shows variations
in protein abundance between Triton X-100-soluble and
Triton X-100-insoluble fractions of tight junction proteins
zona occludens-1, Occludin, Claudin-5 and catenin. It is
known that Triton-X-100 partially solubilizes the mem-
branes and the cortical cytoskeleton. In addition to these
results, a 2-DE study was carried out, highlighting that
heat-shock proteins are involved in this stress response.
Proteins that link the cytoskeleton to the adhesion plaques
of the membrane such as metavinculin and zyxin and pro-
teins related to the translation were also identified (42).
Toxic compounds found in cigarette smoke could induce
brain capillary dysfunctions linked to the cytoskeleton or-
ganization, tight junction modifications and modulation of
ARCMED1966_proof ■
the cell-cell adhesion with proteins of the adhesion plaques.
To conclude, these compounds appear as potentially
dangerous molecules for brain homeostasis.
Conclusions and Future Prospects

The importance of quantitative proteomic analysis in BBB
research is increasing and will lead to a better understand-
ing of patients’ BBB function as well as improving method-
ology for drug delivery to the brain. We expect quick
developments after the publication of the draft of the human
proteome (43). A specialized database, ProteomicsDB
(https://www.proteomicsdb.org/), which is a joint effort of
the Technische Universit€at M€unchen and SAP AG, is dedi-
cated to expedite the identification of the human proteome
and its use across the scientific community. This will
rapidly improve the available proteomic information about
the healthy human BBB. A recent review (19) emphasized
the important need to investigate, in the future, the BBB of
patients with CNS diseases. An extensive investigation of
gene and protein patterns of transporters and metabolizing
enzymes carried out on isolated brain microvessels and cor-
tex biopsies from 12 patients with epilepsy or glioma pro-
vided molecular information for understanding drug entry
and metabolism in the human BBB (44).

Indeed, obtaining human brain capillaries is a significant
barrier to such analysis and the development of human
in vitro BBB models will greatly help. Recently, it was
shown that endothelial cells derived from human pluripo-
tent stem cell lines acquire BBB properties when co-
differentiated with neural cells that provide relevant cues,
including those involved in Wnt/b-catenin signaling (45).
The resulting endothelial cells have many BBB attributes.
They respond to co-culture with astrocytes and acquire sub-
stantial barrier properties. It may be possible to use pa-
tients’ endothelial cells derived from their own
pluripotent stem cells to evaluate BBB protein constituents
(19). A human BBB model using cord blood-derived he-
matopoietic stem cells was recently generated (46). The
model is reproducible because it can be generated from
stem cells isolated from different donors and in different
laboratories. The cells were initially differentiated into
ECs followed by the induction of BBB properties by co-
culture with pericytes. Evidence was again provided that
Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway mediates in part (46)
the BBB inductive properties of pericytes (47).

As recently stated (19), to understand the human BBB, it
will be necessary to identify expressed molecules, to clarify
interspecies and in vivoein vitro differences, and to esti-
mate transport function in humans. Highly sensitive, accu-
rate and specific protein quantification by quantitative
targeted proteomics is an essential methodology for human
BBB studies. By completing the current investigations, a
thorough proteomic analysis will provide additional
19-11-2014 1-0-57
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information concerning brain pathologies or BBB meta-
bolism. Indeed, new questions will arise from proteomics
data, which have to be answered by applying the complete
life sciences methodology (11). New fields will emerge and
will provide new challenges for protein expression profiling
and other technologies in the future.
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